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**Abstract** Multiple factors related to complex geomorphological and climatic history, in addition to other biological factors such as hybridization, hinder the definition of some Mediterranean plant groups. The existence of controversial taxonomic treatments, the possible hybridization events involved, and its unknown evolutionary history, make the *Helichrysum pendulum* complex of sect. *Stoechadina* an ideal model to understand general processes about Mediterranean plant systematics and evolution. The mosaic range of the complex, which is distributed over several islands and continental areas in the western-central Mediterranean Basin, provides an opportunity to investigate how past connections and disconnections between landmasses may have determined the current geographic distribution of genetic variation in this area. The cpDNA region *rpl32-trnL* intergenic spacer and the nrDNA region ETS were sequenced for 1–8 individuals from each of the 44 populations sampled, covering all taxa and the whole geographic range of the complex. These individuals were analysed together with a broad sampling of the remaining members of sect. *Stoechadina*. In addition, detailed multivariate analyses of morphological characters were performed for the whole section and for the *H. pendulum* complex. Considering together distinctive genetic and morphological traits, our species concept is presented and discussed in a context of integrative taxonomy, and five species are recognized within the complex: *H. errerae*, *H. melitense*, *H. pendulum*, *H. saxatile* and *H. valentinum*. The first three species are recognizable by qualitative and quantitative morphological traits, and are genetically distinguishable from the rest as shown by the molecular markers analysed. The two last species are reported here to have a putative ancient hybrid origin and are also genetically distinguishable from the rest but morphologically recognisable only by quantitative characters. Phylogenetic relationships shown by nuclear and chloroplast markers, and an intermediate morphology between the two putative parental taxa, point to *H. pendulum* and *H. italicum* as the putative parental taxa for *H. saxatile*, and *H. pendulum* and *H. stoechas* as putative parental taxa for *H. valentinum*. In a discriminant analysis of the five species, 97.8% of all individuals were classified correctly. The high level of haplotype and ribotype diversity observed in North Africa indicates that this region is either the area of origin of the complex or a secondary contact zone. Our results suggest that the complex colonized several islands and migrated through the Gibraltar and Sicilian Straits during phases of low sea level, favoured by local dispersal events that promoted its gradual range expansion. The occurrence of the complex in the Balearic Islands, which have remained isolated even during low sea level phases, could be explained by stochastic long-distance dispersal events.
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INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing interest in understanding the complexity of currently observed genetic patterns and in clarifying the systematics of plant species in the Mediterranean Basin (e.g., Zozomová-Lihová & al., 2014). Gene flow among populations, genetic drift and intrinsic biological traits are necessary but not sufficient to explain the distribution and diversity of species (Troia & al., 2012). Two other factors are decisive for the complex evolution of species: geomorphological history and climate variation (Thompson, 2005). The Mediterranean Basin, which is recognized as one of the global biodiversity hotspots (Myers & al., 2000; Thompson, 2005), has been heavily influenced by geomorphological and climatic changes since its formation (Woodward, 2009). During the Messinian Salinity Crisis (MSC) (5.96–5.33 Ma; Hsü & al., 1977), the Strait of Gibraltar closed and the Mediterranean sea level dropped because of intense evaporation. Subsequently, a desert area emerged, allowing the establishing of land bridges between southern Europe and northern Africa (Duggen & al., 2003) and between some currently isolated areas in the Mediterranean Basin (Beerli & al., 1996). This area promoted the migration and colonization of new areas by organisms that would otherwise have remained within narrower geographical areas because of reduced dispersal ability. The subsequent refilling of the Mediterranean Basin following the reopening of the Gibraltar Strait (5.3 Ma, beginning of the Pliocene) resulted in the geographical fragmentation of the distribution areas of those organisms which expanded across the Mediterranean Basin (Beerli & al., 1996). Afterwards, during the Pleistocene glacial periods, the sea level again dropped, and some of the Mediterranean islands reconnected between them or to the mainland, allowing gene flow between populations, e.g., Sicily with other islands in this region such as Malta, and the Aegadian Archipelago (Fernández-Mazuecos & Vargas, 2011; Lo Presti & Oberprieler, 2011). These recurrent connections and disconnections of landmasses in Europe and Africa have been considered important modulators of the phylogeography across the region (Nieto-Feliner, 2014). One of the modulators are straits such as the Strait of Gibraltar and the Sicilian Channel, which have played alternative roles as a bridge or a barrier to dispersal, allowing migration and diversification processes, respectively (Lavergne & al., 2013). While for many plant species straits have caused significant genetic differentiation (Fiz & al., 2002; Rubio de Casas & al., 2006; Terrab & al., 2008), different studies have also documented gene flow between populations on both sides of straits (Ortiz & al., 2007; Guzmán & Vargas, 2009; Fernández-Mazuecos & Vargas, 2011; Lo Presti & Oberprieler, 2011).

The complex taxonomic problems found in some Mediterranean plant groups are hypothesised to be due to the effects of the environmental factors named above, related to geomorphological and climatic history, but also to biological factors such as hybridization (e.g., Koch & al., 2016). In recent decades, taxonomy has undergone a renaissance with the application of DNA methods in addition to the traditional morphology-based comparisons. The combination of multidisciplinary data for species delimitation has been termed “integrative taxonomy” (Dayrat, 2005; Schlick-Steiner & al., 2010). Species limits proposed by morphological taxonomy (iterative taxonomy; Yeates & al., 2010) may be verified by independent information provided from multiple and complementary perspectives, such as phylogeography, population genetics or ecology. The application of integrative taxonomy has proven useful to resolve conflicting taxonomic treatments of complex Mediterranean groups of species (e.g., Koch & al., 2016).
The *Helichrysum pendulum* agg. (*Greuter, 2006+*) (Gnaphalieae, Compositae) is a complex of closely related shrubby or sub-shrubby species in sect. *Stoechadina* (DC.) Gren. & Godr. (*Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a*). The taxa in the complex are distributed among several islands and continental areas across the western-central Mediterranean region. They grow within a wide altitudinal range (0–1850 m) and inhabit diverse habitats such as limestone rock crevices in mountain areas, maritime cliffs or scrubland formations. Morphological discontinuities found across the fragmented distribution area have led to the recognition of numerous taxa at specific and infraspecific levels by several authors (*Nyman, 1879; Fiori, 1927; Clapham, 1976; Pignatti, 1982*). There are numerous alternative taxonomic treatments, and the most recent ones vary from the recognition of only two (*Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a*) to nine species (*Greuter, 2006+*). Some of the analytical treatments focused on a specific geographical area and therefore could not capture the complete morphological variation of the complex (e.g., *Clapham, 1976; Pignatti, 1982; Scialabba & al., 2008*), whereas others were comprehensive (*Greuter, 2006+*). However, none provided a detailed analysis of the morphological data, an explanation of the adopted species concept, or in some cases (*Greuter, 2006+; Scialabba & al., 2008*) even an identification key.

*Galbany-Casals & al. (2006a)* provided a detailed taxonomic treatment of the entire sect. *Stoechadina*, in which the *Helichrysum pendulum* complex was reduced to two species that were clearly distinguishable based on qualitative characters: *Helichrysum errerae* Tineo, which is endemic to Pantelleria Island, was characterized by herbaceous outermost involucral bracts that are completely or partially covered with a dense indumentum. *Helichrysum pendulum* (C. Presl) C. Presl (as *H. rupestre* Raf.), a widely distributed species that included most of the taxa previously described in the complex, was characterized by papyry and glabrous outermost involucral bracts. After studying numerous specimens from the entire range, as well as the types of all involved taxa, these authors concluded that the extensive morphological variability in several traits within *H. pendulum* did not follow a clear pattern of correlation, or it presented a high level of overlap among the taxa recognised in other treatments. Overall, these authors considered that the absence of qualitative characters would not allow the unequivocal identification of many specimens, preventing the recognition of most previously proposed taxa.

However, the study conducted by *Galbany-Casals & al. (2006a)* had several shortcomings. First, it did not include a multivariate analysis of morphological variation, and the continuous variation in quantitative characters received little attention. Second, the number of studied specimens in some taxa was very limited and only based on herbarium specimens (e.g., *Helichrysum melitense* (Pignatti) Brullo, Lanf., Pavone & Ronsisv.). Additionally, the study did not include molecular data. Finally, although morphologically intermediate specimens between several pairs of species were documented—some of them were derived from current hybridization and others apparently from an ancient hybridization—it was not clearly stated whether, and in which cases, specimens originating from hybridization should be considered to constitute species.

The last point is crucial, given that the impact of hybridization on the evolution of *Helichrysum* Mill. has recently been highlighted (*Galbany-Casals & al., 2012, 2014*). On the one hand, hybridization followed by backcrossing with parental taxa is currently occurring between clearly different species. This phenomenon has been identified in the field by the occurrence of occasional morphologically intermediate specimens that grow in the vicinity of both putative parental species (*Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a, 2012*; and M. *Galbany-Casals* and L. Sáez pers. obs. in Mallorca, Sardinia, Ibiza, Crete and Rhodes). In particular, current hybridization events between two species of different sections and backcrossing of hybrids with parental taxa have been demonstrated in a combined study that included multivariate analyses of morphological traits and molecular data (*Galbany-Casals & al., 2012*).

On the other hand, historical or past hybridization events probably also occurred repeatedly, as evidenced by molecular studies of the genus focused on phylogeny and biogeography (*Galbany-Casals & al., 2009, 2014*). Past hybridization events can sometimes have been the origin of entire lineages, as observed for the entire Mediterranean-Macaronesian-Asiatic clade of *Helichrysum*, which has been postulated to have originated by allopolyploidy (*Smissen & al., 2011; Galbany-Casals & al., 2014*). Additionally, past hybridization events have been proposed to explain the origin of certain taxa. In particular, *H. valentinum* Rouy, a member of the *H. pendulum* complex from the eastern Iberian Peninsula, has been suggested to have an ancient hybrid origin between *H. pendulum* and *H. stoechas* (L.) Moench (*Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a*). This hypothesis was based on the morphologically intermediate
status between these two species although *H. pendulum* currently does not grow in the distribution area of *H. valentinum*. However, *H. valentinum* grows together with *H. stoechas*, with which it probably also hybridizes (M. Galbany-Casals, pers. obs.). The complexity of this case has not been satisfactorily resolved. To date, contemporary or historical hybridization within the *H. pendulum* complex or with other taxa of sect. *Stoechadina* has not been explored using molecular and morphometric data.

For this study, we performed extensive sampling of the whole *Helichrysum pendulum* complex. We used detailed multivariate morphometric analyses and two molecular markers: the cpDNA *rpl32-trnL* intergenic spacer and the nrDNA external transcribed spacer (ETS). These markers were chosen for two main reasons: (1) they often contain enough variation within and among plant species populations and consequently are useful in low taxonomic level analyses (Baldwin & Markos, 1998; Shaw & al., 2007); (2) they are available for many species of *Helichrysum* (Galbany-Casals & al., 2009, 2014). Furthermore, cpDNA has been widely used in plant phylogenetics and phylogeography given its non-recombiant nature. Given that cpDNA is usually maternally inherited (Corriveau & Coleman, 1988), it can be used to infer colonization patterns by seeds (Lee & al., 2013). In addition, the ETS region permits the deduction of gene flow by seeds and pollen because it is biparentally inherited and, in comparison to other nrDNA regions and to cpDNA, highly variable, so that it can be used in studies of young lineages (Lee & al., 2013). Moreover, the presence of multiple copies of nrDNA in the genome can reflect recent gene flow or hybridization events through the coexistence of parental copies (Grimm & Denk, 2008).

The aims of this paper are as follows: (1) to unravel genetic variation and phylogeographic patterns in the *H. pendulum* complex, using molecular data and phylogenetic analyses of the *H. pendulum* complex in the context of the whole of sect. *Stoechadina*, and analyses of the geographic structure and molecular variance of the *H. pendulum* complex; (2) to clarify the systematics of the *H. pendulum* complex and provide a consistent taxonomic treatment based on genetic and morphological data, using multivariate analyses of morphological data, which will be performed following several successive steps. Initially, Principal Component Analyses (PCA) will serve to assess the distribution of all morphological variation in the entire sect. *Stoechadina*, particularly in the *H. pendulum* complex. The results, combined with genetic data—e.g., exclusive ribotypes or haplotypes, and the relationships between them—will be interpreted to propose a taxonomic treatment. Finally, this proposal will be further discussed and tested using additional PCA and Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA) of morphological data.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Sampling strategy. — We collected 44 populations belonging to all taxa described within the *H. pendulum* complex (as delimited in Greuter, 2006+) and covering their entire distribution ranges (see Figs. 1B, 2A; Electr. Suppl.: Table S1). To take into account all possible existing taxa in the complex, we initially considered 11 putative different taxa based on the most recent and analytical classifications (Greuter, 2006+; Scialabba & al., 2008; Mateo & al., 2013; Xiberras, 2013). With the aim of characterizing the genetic structure and variation across the group, population sampling on a region-wide scale was favoured over within-population sampling, and thus one to eight individuals per population were sampled. *Helichrysum stoechas* is morphologically very similar to some members of the complex. It does not differ in terms of qualitative characters, and *H. stoechas* and the *H. pendulum* complex can partially overlap in their range of variation of most quantitative characters. However, *H. stoechas* has not been considered a member of this complex in any recent treatment or flora, undoubtedly because of its less robust habit and different ecological preferences, making it readily distinguishable in the field. Confusion between *H. stoechas* and taxa of the *H. pendulum* complex can only be caused by particular herbarium specimens. *Helichrysum pomelianum* Greuter was deliberately excluded from this study because it was considered to be part of the morphological variation of *H. stoechas* in Galbany-Casals & al. (2006b). In addition, 57 specimens belonging to 30 different taxa (*26 Helichrysum* species, five subspecies and *Anaphalis margaritacea* (L.) Benth. & Hook."f.) were included in some analyses to test the phylogenetic relationships and to identify possible hybridization events between members of the *H. pendulum* complex and other species of *Helichrysum* (see Electr. Suppl.: Table S1). This sampling
focused on other species of the Mediterranean-Macaronesian-Asiatic clade and, in particular, on members of sect. Stoechadina based on previous studies examining morphology, phylogeny and hybridization (Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a, 2009, 2012, 2014).

In the morphological analysis, which included several analyses with different aims (see below), we sampled 380 individuals of all taxa of sect. Stoechadina, of which 136 belonged to the H. pendulum complex (see Electr. Suppl.: Appendix S1 for the list of all specimens examined). Given that the main aims of the paper were to unravel the evolutionary history and phylogeographic patterns of the H. pendulum complex, and to infer the putative ancient hybrid origin of some of the taxa, but not to explore the existence of ongoing hybridization between species of the H. pendulum group and other species of sect. Stoechadina, occasional morphologically intermediate specimens were not included here. The study of current hybridization would require specific attention in a separate work.

DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing. — Leaf material was collected in the field and immediately dried in silica gel. Total genomic DNA was extracted following the CTAB method of Doyle & Dickson (1987) as modified by Cullings (1992) and Tel-Zur & al. (1999). The quantity of each DNA extraction was checked using NanoDrop-1000 (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE, USA), and the quality was evaluated on a 1.2% agarose gel.

Amplification and sequencing of the ETS region was performed using the forward primer ETS1f (Linder & al., 2000) and the reverse primer 18S-ETS (Markos & Baldwin, 2001); for rpl32-trnL, the forward primer rpl32F and the reverse primer trnL(UAG) (Shaw & al., 2007) were used. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplifications were conducted using the reaction mixture described by Barres & al. (2011). The profiles used for amplification were as described by Galbany-Casals & al. (2009, 2010). Nucleotide sequencing was performed at “Parque Científico de Madrid” on an ABI 3730 DNA analyser (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California, USA) or at the DNA Sequencing Core, CGRC/ICBR of the University of Florida on an ABI 3730xl DNA analyser (Applied Biosystems). In total, 253 rpl32-trnL sequences and 202 ETS sequences were included in this study, of which 229 and 175, respectively, were new (see Electr. Suppl.: Appendix S2 for accession numbers).

Network representation and phylogenetic analyses. — The sequences were edited and aligned by hand using Chromas v.2.0 (Technelysium, Tewantin, Australia) and MEGA v.6 (Tamura & al., 2013). Data matrices are available in the Supplementary Data section of the online version of this article at http://ingentaconnect.com/content/aapt/tax.

The rpl32-trnL and the ETS datasets included, respectively, 216 and 159 specimens belonging to the H. pendulum complex. Regions that were rich in poly-T and poly-A were manually excluded, as well as other regions with an ambiguous alignment. In the case of ETS, as previously reported by Conesa & al. (2012), we found several sequenced specimens with intradividual polymorphisms (i.e., double peaks) that were coded as ambiguous characters between the two corresponding nucleotides. To consider this variation in the analyses, we used the program Phase v.2.1 (Stephens & al., 2001), which has been proven a useful tool in other studies (e.g., Ronikier & al., 2012). This software allows the inference of different coexisting alleles per individual. However, as a limitation, it assumes that a maximum of two alleles are present in one individual. This is not necessarily the case for ribosomal DNA, which has multiple copies in the genome. The ETS dataset was composed of 159 specimens of the H. pendulum complex together with 36 specimens representing the remaining species of sect. Stoechadina. The web tool Sequencher (http://seqphase.mpg.de/seqphase/) was used to generate the Phase input files from the fasta sequence alignments and later to convert the Phase output files back into fasta. Using this ETS dataset and the rpl32-trnL dataset, a network of ribotypes/haplotypes was constructed using the statistical parsimony algorithm (Templet & al., 1992) implemented in the TCS v.1.21 software (Clement & al., 2000) with 95% confidence limits. In these analyses, for both markers, indels were coded as discrete characters using the modified complex indel coding method implemented in SeqState v.1.4.1 (Müller, 2006).

Phylogenetic relationships among the different haplotypes and ribotypes of the complex found in the TCS analyses were inferred separately using four additional species in the case of rpl32-trnL—H. arwae J. R. I. Wood, H. marginatum DC., H. monogynum B. L. Burtt & Sunding and H. montanum
DC.—and two species in the case of ETS—*H. gossypinum* Sch. Bip. and *H. orientale* (L.) Gaertn.—which were used as outgroup taxa based on previous studies (Galbany-Casals *et al.*, 2014). With these two datasets—dataset 1 (*rpl32-trnL*) and dataset 2 (ETS)—Bayesian inference (BI) and Maximum Parsimony (MP) phylogenetic analyses were performed separately. Bayesian inference analyses were conducted with MrBayes v.3.1.2 (Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003). The best-available model of molecular evolution was selected using the Akaike information criterion as implemented in jModelTest v.0.1.0 (Posada, 2008). For *rpl32-trnL* and ETS, the best fitting models were GTR+G and GTR+I+G, respectively. In accordance with the MrBayes manual, we used the restriction model (F81) for the indel partition of both regions. Two simultaneous and independent analyses of four Metropolis-coupled Markov chains were run for 5 million generations, starting from different random trees and saving one every 500 generations. After checking the analysis performance and the effective sample size values (ESS) with Tracer v.1.6.0 (Rambaut *et al.*, 2013), the first 25% of the trees of each analysis were discarded (burn-in). A 50% majority-rule consensus tree was computed with MrBayes for the remaining trees and was visualized with FigTree v.3.1 (Rambaut, 2009). Maximum parsimony bootstrap analyses (Felsenstein, 1985) were performed with PAUP v.4.0b10 (Swofford, 2002) with 1000 replicates, random taxon addition with 10 replicates, and no branch swapping. Parsimony uninformative characters were excluded to standardize the parsimony statistics.

Geographic structure analyses. — The geographic structure of genetic variation was assessed by analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA) following the approach of Excoffier *et al.* (1992) using the programme Arlequin v.3.5.1.2 (Excoffier *et al.*, 2005). AMOVAs were performed at different hierarchical levels: (1) treating all populations as a single group to determine the percentage of variation between and within populations; (2) dividing populations into two groups: the western group (Majorca, Ibiza, Vedranell, Es Vedrà, Alicante, Gibraltar, Morocco and Algeria) and the central group (Sardinia, Marettimo, Pantelleria, Malta), to determine the percentage of variation accounting for differences between the western and central groups, between populations within groups and within populations; and (3) grouping populations according to smaller geographical areas, mostly corresponding to islands or areas showing discontinuity with others (Majorca, Imperialet, Ibiza, Vedranell, Es Vedrà, Alicante, Gibraltar, Morocco, Algeria, Sardinia, Sicily, Marettimo, Pantelleria and Malta) to determine the percentage of variation attributable to differences between the geographical groups, between populations within groups and within populations. The significance levels of the variance components were obtained by a nonparametric test using 1023 permutations. Phylogeographical structure was also investigated by the Bayesian clustering method implemented in BAPS v.6.0 (Corander *et al.*, 2008), choosing a spatial clustering algorithm with an unlinkage model among polymorphic sites, and a mixture analysis of individuals with geographic information. We ran 10 replicates from each of the nine simulations from $K = 2$ to $K = 10$. The most likely $K$ was chosen according to the highest log marginal likelihood [log (mll)] values. We used Barrier v.2.2 (Manni *et al.*, 2004) to identify where possible barriers to gene flow between *H. pendulum* populations could exist. Monmonier’s maximum distance algorithm was applied on Nei genetic distances (Nei, 1972) obtained from GenAlEx v.6.5 (Peakall & Smouse, 2012). Geographical coordinates of populations were used to obtain a Voronoi tessellation of the study area, on which the five strongest putative barriers were delineated.

Phylogenetic relationships with other species of the genus and the effects of hybridization. — We also aimed to examine the phylogenetic relationships between the *H. pendulum* complex and other species of the genus and to identify possible ancient hybridization events. To achieve these goals, the different haplotypes and ribotypes found in the *H. pendulum* complex were added to a broader sampling of congeneric species of *rpl32-trnL* (dataset 3) or ETS (dataset 4) sequences. Taxa were selected based on previous work (Galbany-Casals *et al.*, 2009, 2014). Dataset 3 included a broad sampling of the Mediterranean-Macaronesian-Asiatic clade, including all species of sect. *Stoechadina*. Dataset 4 included all ribotypes retrieved with Phase in members of sect. *Stoechadina* (see above). In both cases, several regions that could not be aligned were manually excluded. Indels were treated as for network representation (see above). With these two datasets, BI and MP analyses were performed as
described above using *H. argyro sperma* DC. and *H. litorale* H. Bol. as outgroup taxa for rpl32-trnL, and *H. gossypium* and *H. orientale* in the case of ETS, based on Galbany-Casals & al. (2014). The best fitting model of molecular evolution was GTR+G+I for both markers. Additionally, using the same software and conditions described above, we constructed an additional parsimony network for rpl32-trnL that included the 15 haplotypes of the *H. pendulum* complex and members of the Mediterranean-Macaronesian-Asiatic clade. Finally, a neighbour-net (NN) analysis was conducted for ETS using SplitsTree v.4.10 (Huson & Bryant, 2006) with default options including all ribotypes found in the *H. pendulum* complex and in the other species of sect. *Stoechadina*.

**Morphology.** — The pattern of morphometric variation within sect. *Stoechadina* and within the *H. pendulum* complex was evaluated based on 31 characters (Table 1) that were recognized as taxonomically relevant in previous studies (Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a) or that appeared to be variable during the course of the present study (S. Herrando, pers. obs.). Involucral bracts, florets and indumentum were examined under a ZEISS Stemi DV4 binocular stereoscopic microscope. The characters used for each multivariate analysis, the characters measured, and the type of each character (quantitative, qualitative or semiquantitative) are specified in Table 1. For the quantitative and semiquantitative characters, the mean of three to five measurements per specimen was used in the analyses.

Exploratory PCAs were performed using individuals as operational taxonomic units. Although some authors discourage the use of non-quantitative data, the basic objective of PCA—to summarize most of the ‘variation’ that is present in the original set of p variables using a smaller number of derived variables—can be achieved regardless of the nature of the original variables (Jolliffe, 2002). A first multivariate analysis (PCA1) was conducted to examine the morphological variability across the whole of sect. *Stoechadina* and the morphological distinction of the *H. pendulum* complex. Based on the results of PCA1 (see Results), an additional analysis excluding *H. heldreichii* Boiss. and members of the *H. italicum* (Roth) G. Don complex was performed (PCA2) in order to reduce the influence of the morphological variability of these taxa in the extraction of the morphological variation of the rest of taxa, which included the *H. pendulum* complex members, *H. stoechas* and *H. cassifolium*. The next analysis (PCA3) was aimed at evaluating the morphological variation within the *H. pendulum* complex, as well as analysing the consistency of previously recognized taxa. To ease the evaluation of the morphological congruence of the existing taxonomic treatments with PCA, the individuals were labelled in the scatterplots according to predefined groups. We considered the following 11 taxa: *H. boissieri* Nyman, *H. errerae* var. *errerae*, *H. errerae* var. *messerii* (Pignatti) Raimondo, *H. fontanesii* Cambess., *H. hyblaeeum* Brullo, *H. melitense*, *H. nebrodense* Heldr., *H. panormitanum* Guss., *H. pendulum*, *H. saxatile* Moris and *H. valentinum*. Next, integrating morphological patterns visualized in the PCA3 with information obtained from the genetic variation of the group, we considered that five potential species could be recognized within the complex: *H. errerae*, *H. melitense*, *H. pendulum*, *H. saxatile* and *H. valentinum*. Considering these five taxa, we performed a CDA that, maximizing the discrimination among groups, shows whether predefined groups of species may be distinguishable based on measured characters and which characters contribute to their separation. Binary variables were not used in these analyses given that they were constant within groups. Additionally, *H. valentinum* and *H. saxatile* were analysed with the putative parental species, *H. pendulum* and *H. stoechas* (PCA4), and *H. pendulum* and *H. italicum* (PCA5), respectively, to test their plausible hybrid origin based on our molecular results and previous morphological observations (Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a). Two characters—presence or absence of succulent leaves and synflorescence density—were excluded from these last two analyses because they were not relevant to the taxa involved.

Finally, differences in morphological traits studied in the five taxa accepted here were tested for significance to identify diagnostic characters. First, each morphological character was evaluated to verify the normality requirement. Characters that followed a normal distribution were tested by one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) in conjunction with Tukey’s *post hoc* multiple comparisons test. The characters that did not meet the normality requirement were log-transformed. When the log-transformed variables were normally distributed, ANOVAs were performed as described above. For characters for which the transformation did not improve the distribution, pairwise Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed
Network representation and phylogenetic analyses. — The rpl32-trnL and the ETS sequences for the *H. pendulum* complex ranged from 855 to 870 bp (with a total aligned length of 927 bp including indels) and from 880 to 884 bp (with a total aligned length of 884 bp), respectively. A total of 15 cpDNA haplotypes were identified in the *H. pendulum* complex (Figs. 1A, 1B; Electr. Suppl.: Table S1). The most widely distributed haplotype was H1 (65.3% of all samples), whereas haplotypes H6, H7 and H8 were only found in one individual (Fig. 1A; Electr. Suppl.: Table S1). In most populations, a single haplotype was sampled. Only ten of the 44 populations contained several haplotypes, and seven of them contained one private haplotype. Although some haplotypes were species-specific, others were shared by different taxa (Fig. 1B; Electr. Suppl.: Table S1). Three main groups of haplotypes were detected, and they were separated from one another by at least nine mutational steps: H1–H8, H9 and H10–H15 (Fig. 1A; Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S1). In the H1–H8 group, seven haplotypes were derived from one dominant haplotype (H1) by one or two mutational steps. In contrast, group H10–H15 contained more divergent haplotypes.

In the case of ETS, among all 159 individuals sequenced, 41 contained additive polymorphic sites. For these individuals a double sequence was generated using the Phase software. Similarly, 10 specimens of the other species of sect. *Stoechadina* also contained double peaks, and thus several coexisting ribotypes were also recovered with the Phase software. As a result, we finally obtained 200 ETS sequences for the *H. pendulum* complex and 46 sequences for the remaining species of sect. *Stoechadina*. Among these sequences, 72 nrDNA ribotypes were identified for the *H. pendulum* complex (Fig. 2A), and 38 nrDNA ribotypes were obtained for the other taxa of sect. *Stoechadina* (Electr. Suppl.: Table S1). In general, there were no shared ribotypes between different taxa of the complex, except for ribotypes R34, R55, R56 and R62 (Fig. 2A; see details in Electr. Suppl.: Table S1, Fig. S2). There were also no shared ribotypes between members of the *H. pendulum* complex and other species of sect. *Stoechadina* (Electr. Suppl.: Table S1, Fig. S3). Coexisting ribotypes in one individual grouped together in a well-supported clade in 41.5% of the cases, whereas in the remaining cases the different ribotypes found in one individual were not grouped together (Electr. Suppl.: Table S1, Fig. S2). Noticeably, coexisting ribotypes detected in five individuals of *H. saxatile* were placed in different supported clades: ribotypes R62/R65 detected in one individual of population S1, ribotypes R64/R66 and R62/R66 detected in two individuals from S3, and ribotypes R61/R67 and R63/R66 detected in two individuals from S4 (Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S2). In almost half of the populations (21) intraindividual variation was detected. In 14 populations, a single ribotype was sampled, whereas 30 populations were polymorphic. Only two populations were homogeneous for a private ribotype (R17 from population F11 and R19 from F4). Many ribotypes were found in only one individual (41 ribotypes). The most widely distributed ribotype was R18 (8.5% of all samples), and only four ribotypes exceeded a frequency of 5% (R18, R25, R56, R68; Electr. Suppl.: Table S1). To simplify the geographical representation of the ribotypes, they were classified into 18 groups (Fig. 2A) based on the phylogenetic relationships obtained in the BI and MP analyses (Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S2). Three supported clades were recovered in BI and MP phylogenetic analyses: one clade comprised ribotypes R1–R9 (PP = 0.97; Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S2), which are distributed in the central Mediterranean area, specifically in Algeria, Malta and Sicily; a second clade was composed of ribotypes R10–R43 (PP = 0.97; Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S2), which are found in the western part of the Mediterranean Basin, specifically in the Iberian Peninsula, Majorca, Ibiza, Morocco and Algeria; and the third well supported clade comprised ribotypes R54 to R72 from Sicily, Pantelleria and Sardinia (PP = 1, BS = 87; Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S2). The position of the remaining ribotypes (from several locations both in western and central Mediterranean areas) was not resolved.
Geographical structure analyses. — In the AMOVA, approximately 87.3% of the \textit{rpl32-trnL} variation in the \textit{H. pendulum} complex was explained by differences between populations when no regional differentiation was considered, whereas 66.9% was explained by differences among restricted geographical groups when regional differentiation was hypothesized (Table 2). In the case of ETS, although most of the variation (83.9%) could be attributed to differences between populations, a significant percentage of the variation was due to differences between the western and central groups (54.6%), and between more restricted geographical groups (58.2%), supporting the presence of phylogeographical structure for this marker.

BAPS analyses identified \( K = 2 \) (log (ml) = −9745.1) for \textit{rpl32-trnL} data and \( K = 6 \) (log (ml) = −2187.3) for ETS data as the optimal number of genetically homogeneous groups (Figs. 3A, 3B). In the Barrier analysis, the first genetic barrier was inferred between Malta and the remaining populations in the case of \textit{rpl32-trnL} (Fig. 3C), or between western and central Mediterranean populations in the case of ETS (Fig. 3D).

Phylogenetic relationships with other species of the genus and the effects of hybridization. — In the \textit{rpl32-trnL} analyses, the phylogram showed a supported Mediterranean-Macaronesian-Asiatic clade (BS = 94, PP = 1; Fig. 1D). It was divided into three subclades (coloured in blue, pink and yellow), which were not correlated with classification at the species, the complex or the sectional level, and none of which had geographical structure. Individuals of the \textit{H. pendulum} complex and \textit{H. stoechas} were found in each of the three subclades, and \textit{H. italicum} and \textit{H. serotinum} Boiss. had individuals in two of the three subclades. The statistical parsimony analysis provided the network shown in Fig. 1C, where three main groups, corresponding to the three subclades recovered in Fig. 1D, are coloured. The yellow group is separated from the other two by three mutational steps, and the blue and the pink groups are six mutational steps apart (Fig. 1C). In the ETS analysis, the \textit{H. pendulum} complex was not monophyletic (Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S3). Furthermore, none of the other species of sect. \textit{Stoechadina} represented by several individuals was monophyletic (Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S3). In the NN analysis and the phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 2B and Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S3), ribotypes R54–R72 were closely related to \textit{H. litoreum} Guss., \textit{H. italicum} subsp. italicum, \textit{H. italicum} subsp. microphyllum (Willd.) Nyman, \textit{H. italicum} subsp. tyrhenicum (Bacch., Brullo & Giusso) Herrando, J.M. Blanco, L. Sáez & Galbany and \textit{H. massanellanum} Herrando, J.M. Blanco, L. Sáez & Galbany, while the remaining ribotypes (R1 to R53) were more related to \textit{H. stoechas}, \textit{H. heldreichii}, \textit{H. crassifolium} and \textit{H. serotinum} Boiss. Ribotypes from western locations were closely related to the specimens of \textit{H. stoechas} sampled in geographically close localities (Iberian Peninsula and Ibiza), whereas ribotypes from southern Sicily, eastern Algeria and Malta were grouped with specimens of \textit{H. stoechas} from the eastern Mediterranean area (Crete, Greek Islands and Tunisia). Ribotypes found in \textit{H. valentinum} were closely related to \textit{H. stoechas}, one of its putative progenitors. The ribotypes found in \textit{H. saxatile} also were genetically close to one of the plausible parental species, \textit{H. italicum}.

Morphology. — PCA1 revealed two main groups within sect. \textit{Stoechadina}: one was composed of members of the \textit{H. italicum} complex and \textit{H. heldreichii}, and the other consisted of the \textit{H. pendulum} complex, \textit{H. stoechas} and \textit{H. crassifolium} (Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S4A). Characters that mainly contributed to the separation of these two groups on the first axis (38.3% of total variance) were width of the outermost involucral bract and total number of florets per capitulum, both of which were higher in the second group. The second analysis (PCA2) was focused on the second group only. The first axis accounted for 20.7% of the total variation, and the second axis accounted for 14.3%. In this case, \textit{H. crassifolium} and \textit{H. stoechas} were separated from the \textit{H. pendulum} complex mainly due to higher synflorescence length values and the presence of succulent leaves in \textit{H. crassifolium} and leaves with a denser glandular indumentum on the abaxial side in \textit{H. stoechas} (Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S4B).

In the PCA3 analysis, the first axis accounted for 16.4% of the total variation and the second axis accounted for 16.2%. Although these values may look low, they are well above the limits computed by the broken stick rule, which mark the lower limit below which a given axis should be considered to explain random variation, in this case, for the given number of variables: 13.0%, 9.8%, 8.2%, and 7.1%.
for the first four axes). The graphical representation (Fig. 4A) showed a main cloud with a broad range of variation and four satellite units. The central cloud was formed by specimens of several taxa—*H. boissieri*, *H. errerae* var. *messerti*, *H. fontanesii*, *H. hyblaenum*, *H. nebrodense*, *H. panormitanum* and *H. pendulum*—with a large amount of overlap. Around this main cloud, four different entities were observed that corresponded to *H. errerae* var. *errerae*, *H. melitense*, *H. saxatile* and *H. valentinum*. Considering all combinations of the first four axes, *H. melitense* and *H. errerae* var. *errerae* were recovered as well separated taxa, whereas there was more overlap among the remaining three taxa (*H. saxatile*, *H. valentinum* and *H. pendulum*; Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S5).

The CDA plot showed that the individuals in the *H. pendulum* complex were distributed in three main clouds (Fig. 4B). One was composed of the specimens of *H. errerae*, constituting the most differentiated group, which was isolated from the remaining specimens along the first axis accounting for 66.2% of the total variation. The characters that correlated with the first canonical axis and were thus responsible for the separation of *H. errerae* were mostly outermost involucral bract texture, number of hermaphrodite florets per capitulum and width of the outermost involucral bract. The following cloud, which differed noticeably from the others along the third axis (explaining 12.3% of variation), was composed of individuals of *H. melitense*, and features that contributed to its differentiation were capitulum length, capitulum width and capitulum length/capitulum width. The remaining individuals of the complex were grouped in a third group composed of *H. saxatile*, *H. valentinum*, and *H. pendulum*, among which the latter showed the highest intragroup variation. Although these species showed some overlap, they were distributed along the second axis, which correlated with the total number of florets per capitulum, capitulum width and capitulum length/capitulum width. However, this axis only accounted for 13.8% of the total variance. The total percentage of correctly classified individuals in these five predefined groups was 97.8%. All *H. errerae* and *H. melitense* individuals were correctly classified, whereas the percentages of correctly classified specimens for the other taxa were: 92.3% for *H. saxatile*, 96.4% for *H. valentinum* and 98.8% for *H. pendulum*. Misclassified specimens of *H. saxatile* and *H. valentinum* were classified as *H. pendulum*, and misclassified specimens of *H. pendulum* were classified as *H. valentinum*.

In PCA4, the first principal component showed that *H. valentinum* was placed in an intermediate position between *H. pendulum* and *H. stochoas* in terms of their scores for that component, although with a considerable degree of overlap among them (Fig. 5A). *Helichrysum saxatile* displayed a similar morphological transition, located between *H. pendulum* and *H. italicum* in PCA5 along the first component (Fig. 5B). However, in that case, *H. saxatile* was clearly placed closer to one of its putative parents, *H. pendulum*.

Finally, the comparison of means (Electr. Suppl.: Table S2) showed that *H. errerae* differed significantly ($p < 0.05$) from the other taxa by having narrower outermost involucral bracts that are completely to partially herbaceous and tomentose rather than papery and glabrous. *Helichrysum melitense* has succulent leaves—unlike the remaining species within the complex—and wider innermost involucral bracts. *Helichrysum saxatile* showed significant differences in comparison to the others, excluding *H. errerae*, with fewer pistillate and hermaphrodite florets per capitulum and shorter outermost involucral bracts. Regarding *H. valentinum*, a higher density of glandular hairs on the abaxial side of the leaves and fewer capitula per synflorescence accounted for most of its differentiation from the other taxa. Finally, *H. pendulum* showed the greatest variation for a greater number of the characters analysed, although that species is characterized by a less dense eglandular indumentum on the adaxial side of the leaves compared with *H. melitense* and *H. saxatile*, and a larger number of involucral bracts per capitulum than *H. valentinum*.

**DISCUSSION**

**Phylogeographic history of the *Helichrysum pendulum* complex.** — Our results revealed high values for haplotype (4) and ribotype (21) diversity in northern Africa, together with a large number of private haplotypes (3) and ribotypes (19), potentially supporting a northern Africa origin of the
complex (Figs. 1B, 2A; Electr. Suppl.: Table S1). Sicily stood out to be the second region with high levels of haplotype (5) and ribotype (14) diversity, but haplotypes from Sicily belong all to only one of the three main groups retrieved by cpDNA data, in contrast with the haplotypes found in northern Africa, that correspond to the three different groups (Fig. 1A, coloured groups/clades in Figs. 1C, 1D). Previous studies have strongly suggested an African origin for the whole Mediterranean-Macaronesian-Asiatic clade of *Helichrysum*—including sect. *Stoechadina* and the *H. pendulum* complex—ca. 5 Ma ago (Galbany-Casals et al., 2009, 2014). Despite this evidence, the resolution obtained in the present study in both the nrDNA and the cpDNA phylogenetic trees is not sufficient to infer the geographic origin of the *H. pendulum* complex with confidence (Electr. Suppl.: Figs. S1, S2). In addition, it must be noted that other authors, such as Petit & al. (2003), have demonstrated that the highest diversities can represent contact zones rather than areas of origin. In fact, this may be, at least in part, the case for the *H. pendulum* complex, given that Moroccan and Algerian populations are placed in an area with high reticulation in the NN graphic (Fig. 2B).

In the unique dated phylogeny including Mediterranean *Helichrysum*, the clade comprising the whole Mediterranean-Macaronesian-Asiatic clade of *Helichrysum* and the genus *Anaphalis* had a divergence time estimation of 7.04 (5.45-8.89) Ma (Nie & al., 2016). This was the closest supported dated node to sect. *Stoechadina* clade, which is included within the Mediterranean-Macaronesian-Asiatic clade and would then be younger. However, no members of the *H. pendulum* complex were included in this work. For this reason, the temporal origin of the *H. pendulum* complex cannot be determined with precision at the moment. With this approximate temporal framework, the ancestors of the complex could have expanded across the western and central Mediterranean regions during times of reduced distances between islands and continental landmasses, either during the MSC or the Pleistocene glaciations. Establishment of the Mediterranean climate with dry summers (3.2 Ma) and Quaternary oscillations with glacial and interglacial stages (from 2.3 Ma to present) may also have promoted diversification driven by isolation in reduced areas, causing allopatric speciation (e.g., Blanco-Pastor & al., 2012). Additionally, long-distance dispersal events, favoured by the putative excellent dispersal ability of the tiny achenes (~1 mm), are the most plausible explanation for the complex expansion to areas isolated by the sea, e.g., the Balearic Islands, which have remained isolated since the opening of the Gibraltar Strait (5.3 Ma; Thompson, 2005). The maintenance of this sea mass along the longitudinal axis of the Mediterranean Basin, even during Pleistocene glaciations, caused east-west phylogeographical breaks, which have been detected in many plant groups (Nieto-Feliner, 2014). The *H. pendulum* complex is one of these cases, as supported by nrDNA data (Fig. 3D). A moderately high percentage of the variation was observed between the western and central groups (54.6%; Table 2) which share a small number of ribotypes (Fig. 2A; Electr. Suppl.: Table S1). The general distribution of ribotypes revealed a high level of genetic similarity between plants from geographically close localities (Fig. 2A), suggesting an increased probability of genetic exchange among neighbouring populations. A similar pattern was also detected in a phylogeographic study of the Mediterranean *H. italicum* (Galbany-Casals & al., 2011), for which the importance of gene flow and genetic affinities among neighbouring populations was highlighted. A high level of genetic differentiation between populations found in the AMOVA (87.3% for rpl32-trnL, 83.8% for ETS, Table 2) is likely a consequence of the habitat of these species, given that strong discontinuities between cliff areas contribute to progressive reproductive isolation between populations (Thompson, 2005).

Both markers revealed a strong genetic differentiation of the Maltese populations (considered here as *H. melitense*), which are characterized by the presence of an exclusive haplotype (H15) separated by seven mutational steps from the closest haplotype (Fig. 1A) and a unique set of ribotypes (R1 and R2, Fig. 2). Additionally, the first genetic barrier for cpDNA was detected between Malta and the remaining populations (Fig. 3C). These results are consistent with the detection of unique haplotypes in Maltese populations of *Anthemis secundiramea* Biv. (Lo Presti & Oberprieler, 2011). Our results could suggest an ancient colonization of Malta by seeds, followed by genetic drift due to the long isolation of the archipelago from other regions. The NN graphic (Fig. 2B) and the supported clade recovered from the nrDNA data (PP = 0.97; Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S2) revealed genetic affinities between the *H. pendulum* complex populations from southern Sicily, Algeria and Malta. The affinities between the Maltese and the Sicilian flora and fauna have been well documented (Junikka & al., 2006) and have been attributed to
gene flow during Quaternary glaciations when the sea level fell. Currently, *H. melitensis* remains restricted to the western cliffs of Gozo Island, covering an area of less than 25 km², and they are probably extinct from Malta Island (Sciberras & Sciberras, 2009).

In contrast to the high genetic differentiation of *H. melitensis*, we observed low levels of genetic diversity in *H. errerae* populations from Pantelleria, in agreement with the recent emergence of Pantelleria Island dated to 114,000 years ago (Wallmann & al., 1988), entailing a recent origin for this taxon that probably resulted from a long-distance seed dispersal event. Since its formation, Pantelleria has never been connected to Sicily or Tunisia. However, during the Last Glacial Maximum (19,000-22,000 years ago; Yokoyama & al., 2000), Pantelleria was separated from Sicily only by a narrow strait (Lo Presti & Oberprieler, 2011), which could have favoured gene flow between Sicily and the Pantelleria populations. In fact, the phylogenetic affinities of *H. errerae* ribotypes to one *H. pendulum* ribotype detected in southern Sicily (R70) (Fig. 2) suggest a Sicilian origin for *H. errerae*. However, the two exclusive ribotypes detected in Pantelleria (R68 and R69) indicate the current genetic isolation of these populations, in agreement with a notable morphological differentiation from *H. pendulum* and a local adaptation to distinct habitat conditions, i.e., volcanic rocks rather than limestone substrates (M. Galbany-Casals, pers. obs.).

The geographic proximity of landmasses on both sides of the Strait of Gibraltar appears to have played a significant role allowing the genetic exchange between populations in the *H. pendulum* complex. In particular, our results show a haplotype (H10) that is shared between populations on both sides of the strait (Fig. 1B), suggesting the occurrence of gene flow as described for other plant groups (e.g., Ortiz & al., 2007; Arroyo & al., 2008). These results may indicate an ancient expansion of the *H. pendulum* complex by seeds across the Gibraltar Strait. Haplotype H10 is an internal haplotype, which led us to support this plausible scenario. Although gene flow has been effective in the past between populations of *H. pendulum* on both sides of the Strait, our data also suggest that dispersal and gene exchange were subsequently hindered, resulting in the recent genetic differentiation of the two populations. In particular, no ribotypes are shared between the Gibraltar (Iberian Peninsula) and Rif (Moroccan) populations, indicating a lack of pollen or seed exchange. Moreover, the Gibraltar population contains an exclusive haplotype (H11) that is not present in the Rif population, whereas the Rif population contains five different ribotypes, four of which are exclusive to that population. The exclusive markers found in both populations indicate that they have been sufficiently isolated to become differentiated from one another and from surrounding populations on their side of the Strait. This pattern resembles the one recovered for *Quercus ilex* L. (Lumaret & al., 2002) and is similar to that of *Laurus nobilis* L. (Rodríguez-Sánchez & al., 2008). The genetic differentiation of populations from the Strait of Gibraltar, both from one another and from surrounding populations on the same side of the Strait, has been interpreted to reflect the role of the areas close to the Strait of Gibraltar as a glacial refuge (Rodríguez-Sánchez & al., 2008).

Regarding the role of the Sicilian Strait, the NN analysis (Fig. 2B) shows a genetic affinity between populations from southern Sicily and eastern Algeria. The larger number of ribotypes found in North African populations (in comparison to Sicilian ones) might indicate the direction of gene flow from Algeria towards Sicily, as suggested for other plant groups (e.g., Hilpold & al., 2011; Lo Presti & Oberprieler, 2011), although this is difficult to assure based on the present data. The genetic similarities between populations in eastern Algeria and southern Sicily could be explained by land connections during the MSC (Rosenbaum & al., 2002) or by dispersal events. In the latter, both occasional long-distance dispersal (Cowie & Holland, 2006; Fernández-Mazuecos & Vargas, 2011) and/or stepping-stone dispersal through emerged islands during low sea level periods (Stöck & al., 2008) could occur.

**Evidence of past hybridization in the Helichrysum pendulum complex.** — The lack of concordance between the cpDNA and nrDNA markers, and between the cpDNA and taxa delimitation, is remarkable (Figs. 1, 2). Although the use of a single chloroplast marker may seem somewhat limited, we found a reasonable degree of variability and a complex pattern of variation. For these reasons, incomplete sampling of cpDNA markers does not seem to be the cause of incongruence between cpDNA and nrDNA.

In particular, we detected a sharing of—or grouping of closely related—cpDNA haplotypes by different species. Similar patterns have also been detected in other plant groups (e.g., Comes & Abbott, 2001; Smissen & al., 2004; Lo Presti & Oberprieler, 2011; Zozomová-Lihová & al., 2014). Although selection,
recombination, homoplasy (convergent evolution) and gene duplication (paralogy) have been reported as possible causes of incongruence between cpDNA and nrDNA data (Wendel & Doyle, 1998), two evolutionary processes, which are not mutually exclusive, remain the main hypotheses explaining these types of gene incongruences: (1) horizontal transfer of genes via hybridization and introgression (ancient or recent); and/or (2) persistence of ancestral polymorphisms through multiple speciation events (incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) or deep coalescence). The distinction between these two processes might represent a problem that is too difficult to resolve analytically, and a widely applicable approach to do this does not yet exist. The sharing of haplotypes among allopatric taxa could be an argument to support retention of polymorphisms rather than hybridization. For example, haplotype H9 from Algeria was grouped with geographically and taxonomically distant specimens of *H. italicum* subsp. *tyrrenicum* from Dragonera (Balearic Islands) and *H. rubicundum* (K. Koch) Bornm. from Iran, with the latter belonging to sect. *Helichrysum* Mill. (Fig. 1). However, phenomena such as migration and range contraction could also explain this pattern. Additionally, ILS is less likely to occur in plastid compared with nuclear genomes due to its small effective population size.

In *Helichrysum*, previous work documented a high level of cpDNA variation in a network representation of the haplotypes found in the *H. italicum* complex, in which three markedly distinct groups of haplotypes were detected (Galbany-Casals & al., 2011). However, that study only included members of the *H. italicum* complex, thus the possibility that part of such variability could be due to hybridization with other groups was not explored. In the present study, we recovered the same three main groups of haplotypes (Figs. 1C, 1D, three different background colours), each of which was composed of a mixture of taxa. A careful examination of relationships among taxa within each haplotype group can provide some insights into the underlying processes. In most cases, the obtained pattern highlights past hybridization events, as reported for other plant groups (Jackson & al., 1999; Fehrer & al., 2007; Blanco-Pastor & al., 2012).

The first case of possible past hybridization was detected between populations of the *H. pendulum* complex and the *H. italicum* lineage (Figs. 1C, pink group; 1D, pink-shaded clade). The present-day set of haplotypes H10–H15 would derive from the *H. italicum* lineage, which would have donated its chloroplast genome and acted as maternal parent. At least three independent chloroplast capture events would have occurred: the first one would explain the presence of haplotypes H10 and H11 in North African and South Iberian populations of *H. pendulum*, with no consequences for the morphological differentiation of these populations; the second one would explain the presence of haplotypes H12–H14 in populations from Sardinia, which are treated here as *H. saxatile*. In this case, the close relationships of ribotypes R60–R67 found in *H. saxatile* with ribotypes found in members of the *H. italicum* complex also support this hypothesis (Fig. 2). This relationship is also supported by the morphometric analysis, in which *H. saxatile* showed an intermediate morphology between *H. pendulum* and *H. italicum* (Fig. 5B).

The third one would explain the presence of H15 in populations from Malta, which are considered here as *H. melitense*. Three factors favour past hybridization events over current gene flow: (1) the haplotypes of *H. saxatile* and *H. melitense* are closely related to certain *H. italicum* haplotypes (Figs. 1C, 1D), but not identical as they are expected to be in case of recent or current gene flow; (2) no ribotypes are shared between *H. melitense* or *H. saxatile* and *H. italicum* and only one ribotype of *H. saxatile* is shared with *H. pendulum* (Fig. 2B; Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S3); and (3) *Helichrysum saxatile* and *H. melitense* are morphologically differentiated from *H. pendulum* and *H. italicum* (Figs. 4–6; Electr. Suppl.: Fig S4).

These data clearly suggest that chloroplast capture was a past event and was followed by isolation and subsequent genetic and morphological differentiation in the respective islands. Past interspecific hybridization within *Helichrysum* has been suggested in previous studies (Galbany-Casals & al., 2009, 2014). The finding that *H. italicum* is not currently present in Malta further supports the hypothesis of past gene flow over current hybridization; as discussed above, both migration or range contraction could explain the possibility of past gene flow between currently allopatric taxa.

A second case of possible past hybridization is that involving the origin of *H. valentinum*. This taxon shows a notable variation in ribotypes. Whereas ribotype R34 is shared with *H. pendulum*, the two divergent ribotype groups R37–R43 and R49–R52 are exclusive to *H. valentinum* and not shared with any other taxon (Fig. 2A; Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S3), but they are closely related to ribotypes detected in *H.
The existence of current hybridization within the *H. pendulum* complex or between its members and other taxa of sect. *Stoechadina* was not an aim of the present study, and thus was not explicitly addressed. However, it should be noted that lineages of recent hybrid origin could also be prone to contemporary hybridization, as they can maintain gene flow with their parental taxa when no effective and strong reproductive barriers exist between them (Smissen et al., 2007; Conesa et al., 2010). Current hybridization between the different species of the *H. pendulum* complex as accepted here is most probably rare given that they are not sympatric at present. However, current interspecific hybridization could be occurring in at least three cases involving a member of the *H. pendulum* complex and other members of sect. *Stoechadina*. One is *H. saxatile* that coexists with *H. italicum* in Sardinia; the second is *H. valentinum* which currently seems to hybridize with *H. stoegas* in coastal populations where both species coexist; and the third is *H. pendulum* that is sympatric with *H. crassifolium* in Majorca. In these three cases, occasional intermediate specimens have been detected in the vicinity, only separated by a few meters, of each pair of species involved (M. Galbany-Casals & L. Sáez, pers. obs.). There are several factors that support the hypothesis of a hybrid origin of the morphological intermediate specimens: (1) the coexistence of both parental species and the intermediate specimens in the same location (M. Galbany-Casals & L. Sáez, pers. obs.); (2) the partial overlap in flowering time of the *Helichrysum* species involved (Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a); (3) the low specificity of pollinator species observed in *Helichrysum* that may favour ongoing genetic exchange among species (Gil, 1994); and (4) the apparent lack of postzygotic barriers after interspecific gene flow (Conesa et al., 2012). Conesa et al. (2012) studied in detail the morphological and genetic variation of *H. pendulum* and *H. crassifolium* in the Balearic Islands and concluded that the patterns observed—the existence of a continuous and overlapping range in the leaf features that discriminate the two species, and the presence of intragenomic ETS polymorphisms in both species—were mainly caused by ongoing hybridization between them, and possibly with other species as well. In the present study, we have also detected intraspecific ribotype polymorphism within genomes affecting most of the species, where the ribotypes of a given specimen are not closest relative to each other in the nuclear gene tree (Electr. Suppl.: Table S1, Fig. S2). This phenomenon may be evidence of relatively recent interspecific hybridization, as revealed by the shared ribotypes among different species within the complex. However, we found no shared ribotypes between species from the *H. pendulum* complex and other species of sect. *Stoechadina* (Fig. 2; Electr. Suppl.: Table S1, Figs. S2, S3). This could be because the occasional intermediate specimens that could have originated from current hybridization were not included in the study, but also because of the intrinsic limitations of the software Phase, that only retrieves a maximum of two alleles in each individual. This potentially could underestimate the amount of variation found in the ribosomal DNA.

**Revised taxonomic treatment of the *Helichrysum pendulum* complex.** — The present study sheds light on the delimitation of taxa of the *H. pendulum* complex. It differs from all previous taxonomic treatments in three remarkable aspects: (1) it includes a complete study of numerous specimens from all taxa of the complex, including representatives from the entire distribution area; (2) both morphological and molecular data are provided and analysed in detail; and (3) members of the *H. pendulum* complex are studied together with representatives of all other members of sect. *Stoechadina*. This comprehensive approach contributes not only to the characterization of the taxa of the *H. pendulum* complex but also to the interpretation of the evolutionary events underlying their origin.

In the present study, a species is defined in an attempt to fulfil two main criteria: (1) it must be constituted by a population or a group of populations that are morphologically recognizable by a set of common quantitative and/or qualitative traits, simultaneously permitting its differentiation from related species; and (2) its members should have a common origin—including a hybrid origin—and thus be
genetically closely related to one another and genetically distinguishable from other species. However, it is important to state that these two ideal criteria are difficult to meet in groups with two characteristics, as observed in the *H. pendulum* complex: (1) the group is composed of very closely related taxa, in which morphological variation is sometimes subtle and gradual between taxa; and (2) shows past and present hybridization between species. For these reasons, additional data on the ecology and geographic distribution of the studied populations, gathered over many years of observation of wild populations, provide valuable information for the finally adopted taxonomic treatment.

The proposed taxonomical framework presented here solves a long-standing problem of species identification in the *H. pendulum* complex. With our present proposal, the accuracy of correct assignment of a specimen to one of the five retained species in the *H. pendulum* complex is about 98% using morphological characters. We provide the characters identified as taxonomically relevant and useful to separate the different taxa recognized here, although a certain overlap of the quantitative features of the data was revealed by the multivariate analyses. The taxonomically valuable characters include the morphology of vegetative traits—eglandular indumentum of the adaxial side of leaves, glandular indumentum of the abaxial side of leaves, and the presence of succulent leaves—and reproductive traits—number of capitula per synflorescence, number of pistillate and hermaphroditic florets per capitulum, outermost involucral bract length, width, texture, and eglandular indumentum, and innermost involucral bract width and number of involucral bracts per capitulum. According to these morphological characters and the evidence from molecular data, we recognize five species within the complex: *H. pendulum*, *H. errerae*, *H. melitense*, *H. valentinum* and *H. saxatile*. The degree of differentiation in terms of morphology and molecular data is not equivalent for all of them. The first three species are clearly recognizable by qualitative and quantitative morphological traits in multivariate analyses and ANOVAs ((Fig. 4; Electr. Suppl.: Table S2, Fig. S3), and additionally they are genetically distinguishable from the rest by nrDNA, cpDNA or both molecular markers (Figs. 1, 2; Electr. Suppl.: Table S1, Figs. S2, S3). *Helichrysum valentinum* and *H. saxatile* are reported here to have a putative ancient hybrid origin, with *H. pendulum* as one of the parental species involved, and *H. stoechas* and *H. italicum* as the second parental species involved, respectively. Their hybrid origin probably determines that these two species are only distinguishable by quantitative characters from their parental species, and that a notable degree of overlapping with one or both of them exists (Figs. 4, 5). In these two cases, molecular information provides the clue that points to their recognition at the species level, given that it provides evidence of: (1) their past hybrid origin, (2) the particular species involved in their origin, and (3) their current isolation, evidenced by their genetic differentiation, i.e. the possession of private nrDNA and cpDNA markers. Hereafter, we provide detailed discussion for each case. *Helichrysum pendulum* in a strict sense is suggested herein to represent a single polymorphic taxon, which is consistent with Galbany-Casals & al. (2006a; as *H. rupestre* DC.). Considering nomenclatural priority (Aghababyan & al., 2007) and the results obtained, the name *H. pendulum*, based on plants from the Madonie Mountains in Sicily, should be applied to populations of the *H. pendulum* complex distributed throughout the Balearic Islands, Gibraltar, Morocco, Algeria, Sicily and the Marettimo islet. This species contains several local genetic particularities, mainly in northern Africa, Gibraltar and Sicily (Figs. 1B, 2A). However, these slightly divergent populations could not be distinguished by morphometric data, suggesting that they reflect the phylogeographical history of the species but do not merit taxonomic recognition.

Several investigations have been performed in Sicily to resolve relationships among *Helichrysum* entities and to clarify their systematics (Pignatti, 1982; Giardina & al., 2007; Scialabba & al., 2008). The lack of an assessment of the Sicilian populations in the context of the variation of the entire *H. pendulum* complex led these studies to report numerous taxa at the infraspecific and/or species level. Here, we evaluated the variation in the whole distribution area of the species complex and increased the number of individuals sampled in comparison to previous work. Our combined results for the molecular and morphological data reflect the inconsistency of distinctive traits that makes the differentiation of most of the previously recognized entities very difficult. Only the populations from mountains of western Sicily (Madonie Mountains) and southern Sicily deserve special attention. Some populations from the Madonie Mountains have been considered a separate taxon restricted to that area and named *H. pendulum* in the treatments proposed by Presl (1826), Gussone (1844), Lojacono Pojero (1889–1908), Greuter (2006+).
and Scialabba & al. (2008), independent from other populations from the Madonie Mountains, named H. nebrodense, and from populations from the western coastal part of the island, which have been considered as H. panormitanum. Scialabba & al. (2008), using AFLP markers, argued that H. pendulum populations were genetically isolated and distant from other Sicilian locations. In the present study, H. pendulum shares haplotype H2 with other mountain populations from Sicily belonging to H. panormitanum and H. nebrodense, but has an almost exclusive ribotype (R62), only shared with H. saxatile but not present in other Sicilian populations (Figs. 1, 2). Helichrysum nebrodense has an exclusive ribotype (R58) but also shares ribotype R56 with other Sicilian populations. Given the low level of genetic differentiation of H. pendulum, H. panormitanum and H. nebrodense, and the lack of morphological characters to distinguish them, we consider all of them to belong to a single species, H. pendulum. The taxonomic status of the populations from southern Sicily, traditionally assigned to H. hyblaeum, remains unclear. In this case, we detected genetic singularities, such as the exclusive haplotypes (H3 and H4) and ribotypes (R3, R4, R5, R6 and R70). Scialabba & al. (2008) found that H. hyblaeum was genetically isolated from the other Sicilian populations. However, this genetically structured pattern of variation is barely reflected in the morphology to allow the differentiation of these populations. Thus, we tentatively do not consider that such southern Sicilian populations deserve taxonomic recognition, although more detailed studies focused on these populations are desirable. In fact, ribotypes detected in H. hyblaeum are closely related to specimens of H. stoechas from Tunisia and Greece (Fig. 2B, Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S3). These results are consistent with previous suggestions concerning possible hybridization between H. hyblaeum and H. stoechas in southern Sicily (Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a), or a possible hybrid origin of the former.

The results of the DNA analyses showed that H. fontanesii populations (Cambessèdes, 1827; Greuter, 2006+) from the Balearic Islands, Morocco and Algeria are poorly differentiated genetically. Moreover, the absence of marked distinctive morphological characteristics (Fig. 4A) led us to include this taxon within the variable H. pendulum. Its separation was originally based on the subglabrous to arachnoid leaves on the adaxial surface, but this is not true for all specimens from the area inhabited by H. fontanesii, and this feature can also be seen in some Sicilian specimens. Helichrysum boissieri, which has been described from Gibraltar (Nyman, 1879; Greuter, 2006+), showed genetic differentiation in both markers (Figs. 1B, 2A), but again it could not be morphologically recognized as a distinct species. It is noteworthy that neither H. fontanesii nor H. boissieri have been recognized in recent local floras, and instead both are treated as H. rupestre, a broadly distributed taxon that also includes the Sicilian populations (Valdés & al., 1987; Bolós & Vigo, 1996). Fennane & Ibn Tattoo (1998) indicated that H. boissieri is also present in northern Morocco, but that particular population is composed of H. stoechas specimens (Galbany-Casals, pers. obs.).

Helichrysum errerae is supported here as a distinct species restricted to Pantelleria Island and clearly characterized by completely or partially herbaceous outermost involucral bracts that are covered with a dense eglandular indumentum (Fig. 4, Electr. Suppl.: Table S2). These qualitative differences with respect to H. pendulum justify its recognition at the species level even in the most synthetic treatments (Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a). It has also been reported to be distributed in Marettimo islet, with a different variety, H. errerae var. messerii, based on genetic similarities of populations from the two islands detected using AFLPs (Scialabba & al., 2008). However, here we show that specimens from Marettimo islet are morphologically indistinguishable from H. pendulum, which in turn is clearly separated from H. errerae (Fig. 4). Genetically, Pantelleria populations contain two exclusive ribotypes (R68 and R69; Fig. 2) which are closely related to ribotype R72 found in Marettimo islet, in agreement with the findings of Scialabba & al. (2008), but are also related to ribotype R70 found in H. pendulum.

Another case of island endemism is H. melitense from Gozo Island (Malta). Maltese populations are recognized here as a separate species based on their distinct morphology (Figs. 4, 6) and the high level of genetic differentiation seen in their private haplotype (H15; Fig. 1) and ribotypes (R1 and R2; Fig. 2). These are noticeably different from any other haplotypes and ribotypes in the section. Its taxonomic status has been historically controversial. This taxon was originally described as a variety of H. pendulum (sub H. rupestre) by Pignatti (1980) and latter recognized at the species level by Brullo & al. (1988) only based on its wider leaves relative to those of H. pendulum in Sicily. Later, Galbany-Casals & al. (2006a) considered H. melitense a synonym for H. rupestre, arguing that leaf width is very variable within Helichrysum species, although minimal material was studied. Here, a more complete morphometric study...
revealed that *H. melitense* leaves are significantly wider than those in other taxa of the complex and noticeably succulent (Electr. Suppl.: Table S2), a trait that was not noticed in previous work based on the study of old herbarium material. Both morphological and molecular data confirm the particularities of the Maltese populations and therefore support the recognition of *H. melitense*.

*Helichrysum valentinum* has been treated as an independent species (Rouy, 1888), as a subspecies of *H. pendulum* under different names (Mateo, 2005; Mateo & Crespo, 2008; Crespo & Mateo, 2010) or as a synonym of *H. pendulum* (sub *H. rupestre*; Bolòs & Vigo, 1996). As discussed above, it was considered to be of hybrid origin between *H. rupestre* and *H. stoechas* by Galbany-Casals & al. (2006a), based on the observed intermediate morphological characters between its putative parents. These observations are supported here by molecular data, as discussed above, and by morphological analyses (Fig. 5A, Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S4). The hybrid origin strongly supports its recognition as a species instead of as a subspecies of any of the parental taxa. *Helichrysum valentinum* is distinct in terms of having fewer capitula per synflorescence than *H. pendulum* (Electr. Suppl.: Table S2), in accordance with the observations of Mateo (2005). Additionally, we found that *H. valentinum* has shorter leaves compared to the remaining species in the complex (Fig. 6; Electr. Suppl.: Table S2), which are not necessarily narrower as suggested by Mateo (2005). Galbany-Casals & al. (2006a) reported that several intermediate specimens can be observed between *H. valentinum* and *H. stoechas* in coastal localities where the two species coexist, which, as discussed above, could be of recent hybrid origin between the two species.

The populations from central-eastern Sardinia also deserve special attention. These populations were originally described as a separate species that is endemic to Sardinia, *H. saxatile* (Moris, 1840–1843), as recognized by Clapham (1976), Pignatti (1982), and Baccheta & al. (2003), mainly based on smaller and narrower capitula and leaves than in *H. pendulum* (sub *H. rupestre*). Later, Galbany-Casals & al. (2006a) considered it synonymous with *H. rupestre*, given that no qualitative characters allowed the separation of the two taxa. Here, we support the taxonomic recognition of *H. saxatile*, despite a certain overlap with the morphological variation of *H. pendulum* in the PCA and CDA analyses (Figs. 4, 5B; Electr. Suppl.: Fig. S4). As suggested in previous investigations, capitula are significantly shorter in *H. saxatile* (Electr. Suppl.: Table S2), and we further discovered a smaller total number of florets per capitulum and shorter outermost involucral bracts (Electr. Suppl.: Table S2). Moreover, the high genetic diversity of Sardinian populations and their genetic differentiation from other populations of the *H. pendulum* complex is noteworthy, with three exclusive haplotypes (H12, H13 and H14; Fig. 1B) and eight exclusive ribotypes (R60, R61, R63, R64, R65, R66, R67 and R71; Fig. 2). This genetic differentiation from other taxa is due, in part and as discussed above, to *H. italicum*, one of the putative parental taxa involved in its origin. Our morphological analysis (Fig. 5B) supports the hypothesis of a hybrid origin since it revealed a morphological gradient in the Sardinian populations, with varying degrees of similarity to the putative parental species; the appearance of some specimens is similar to *H. pendulum*, while others have smaller and narrower capitula like *H. italicum*. In general, *H. saxatile* is morphologically much more similar to *H. pendulum* than to *H. italicum*. However, as in the case of *H. valentinum*, its hybrid origin strongly supports its recognition as an independent species, and it should not be subordinated at any infraspecific rank under one of its parental species. *Helichrysum pendulum* does not currently exist in Sardinia, in contrast to *H. italicum*. Current gene flow between *H. saxatile* and *H. italicum* could be still occurring, as suggested by the presence of individuals with intermediate morphological features between these two species in localities where they coexist (Galbany-Casals & al., 2006a; M. Galbany-Casals and L. Sáez, pers. obs.).

**TAXONOMIC TREATMENT**

Based on the discussion above, the following taxonomic treatment with a standard identification key is presented. Given the hybrid origin of *H. saxatile* and *H. valentinum*, some morphological overlap may exist between each of them and *H. pendulum*. We also consider the habitat requirements and the distribution range for each taxon, and a complete nomenclatural treatment.
Key to the species of the *Helichrysum pendulum* complex

1. Outermost involucral bracts (0.5)1–1.8(2) mm wide, totally or partially herbaceous, densely tomentose .................................................. *H. errerae*

2. Leaves succulent, densely tomentose on both sides; basal and median cauline leaves of flowering and vegetative stems (1.8)2.7–4.7(5.8) mm wide. Capitula 5.7–8 mm long ......................... *H. melitense*

3. Basal and median cauline leaves of flowering and vegetative stems (8.5)12–36(53) mm long, densely tomentose and sparsely to densely glandular on the abaxial side, rarely eglandular. Synflorescences with (5)9–30(53) capitula .................................................. *H. valentinum*

4. Leaves arachnoid-tomentose to densely tomentose on the adaxial side. Capitula 4.5–6.5(7) mm long, with (20)24–47 florets, 4–13 pistillate and 13–37 hermaphroditic. Outermost involucral bracts 1.9–3(3.2) mm long .................................. *H. saxatile*

5. Leaves subglabrous to arachnoid, rarely arachnoid-tomentose or tomentose, on the adaxial side. Capitula (4.5)–7(8) mm long, with (23)30–74(88) florets, (5)7–24(29) pistillate and (21)25–55(62) hermaphroditic. Outermost involucral bracts 2–4.9 mm long .................................. *H. pendulum*


Habitat. – Maritime volcanic rocks and cliffs. Altitudinal range: 10–118 m.

Distribution. – Endemic to Pantelleria Island (SW Sicily).

Habitat. – Intact limestone coastal cliffs and scree, preferring full sun. Occasionally found along the plateau on top of the cliffs. Altitudinal range: 15–100 m.

Distribution. – Endemic to western cliffs of the island of Gozo and Fungus Rock (Malta).


Habitat. – Limestone rock crevices and maritime cliffs. Altitudinal range: 15–1850 m.

Distribution. – Western-central Mediterranean area: S Iberian Peninsula (Gibraltar) and Balearic Islands (Majorca, Ibiza, Cabrera and Es Vedrà and Vedranell islets), Morocco, Algeria, Sicily and Marettimo islet.


Habitat. – Limestone rock crevices, rocky slopes and cliffs. Altitudinal range: 317–1000 m.

Distribution. – Endemic to Sardinia.


Habitat. – Limestone rock crevices, in mountain areas and coastal cliffs. Altitudinal range: 30–1300 m.

Distribution. – E of the Iberian Peninsula in Alicante province.
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Table 1. Morphological variables used in morphometric analyses. Type of characters are: qualitative (QL), quantitative (QN) and semiquantitative (SQN).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphological characters</th>
<th>Type of character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vegetative characters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Presence (1) / absence (0) of succulent leaves(^1)</td>
<td>QL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Basal and median cauline leaf length (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Basal and median cauline leaf width (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Basal and median cauline leaf length / width</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Basal and median leaf margin (flat or revolute) (0–4)(^2)</td>
<td>SQN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Eglandular indumentum of adaxial leaf side (0–4)(^3)</td>
<td>SQN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Glandular indumentum of abaxial leaf side (0–4)(^4)</td>
<td>SQN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Floral characters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Synflorescence length (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Synflorescence width (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Synflorescence length / synflorescence width</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Number of capitula per synflorescence</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Synflorescence density(^5)(^6)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Capitulum length (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Capitulum width (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Capitulum length / capitulum width</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Number of pistillate florets per capitulum</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Number of hermaphroditic florets per capitulum</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Total number of florets per capitulum</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Number of pistillate florets per capitulum / total number of florets per capitulum</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Outermost involucral bract length (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Outermost involucral bract width (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Outermost involucral bract length / outermost involucral bract width</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Outermost involucral bract texture (0–1)(^7)</td>
<td>SQN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Eglandular indumentum of outermost involucral bract (0–4)(^3)</td>
<td>SQN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Innermost involucral bract length (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Innermost involucral bract width (mm)</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Innermost involucral bract length / innermost involucral bract width</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Eglandular indumentum of innermost involucral bract (0–4)(^7)</td>
<td>SQN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Glandular indumentum of innermost involucral bract (0–4)(^8)</td>
<td>SQN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Average of innermost involucral bract length / outermost involucral bract length</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Number of involucral bracts per capitulum</td>
<td>QN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Only used in PCA3.
\(^2\) 0: all leaves flat; 1: most leaves flat, some revolute; 2: flat and revolute leaves in the same proportion; 3: most leaves revolute, some flat; 4: all leaves revolute.
\(^3\) 0: 0–5% coverage; 1: 6–25% coverage; 2: 26–50% coverage; 3: 51–75% coverage; 4: 76–100% coverage.
\(^4\) Number of capitula per synflorescence / (synflorescence length \(\times\) synflorescence width).
\(^5\) Only used in PCA3 and CDA because data were not available for all specimens.
\(^6\) 0: bract totally papery; 0.5: bract herbaceous in its basal half and papery in its distal half; 1: bract totally herbaceous.
\(^7\) Only two states in PCA3 and was coded as qualitative in that analysis.
Table 2. Analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA) based on the \textit{rpl32-trnL} spacer and ETS sequence data for the \textit{Helichrysum pendulum} complex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of variation</th>
<th>\textit{rpl32-trnL} spacer</th>
<th>ETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>df</td>
<td>Sum of squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assuming no regional differentiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between populations</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1088.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within populations</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>125.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assuming regional differentiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between western-central groups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between populations within groups</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1031.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within populations</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>125.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between geographical groups</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>866.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between populations within groups</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>221.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within populations</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>125.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Western-central groups: western Mediterranean group includes Majorca, Ibiza, Imperiale, Vedranell, Es Vedrà, Alicante, Gibraltar, Morocco and Algeria; central Mediterranean group includes Sardinia, Sicily, Marettimo, Pantelleria and Malta.

2 Geographical groups: Majorca, Imperiale, Ibiza, Vedranell, Es Vedrà, Alicante, Gibraltar, Morocco, Algeria, Sardinia, Sicily, Marettimo, Pantelleria and Malta.

* $p < 0.001$ (significant after 1023 permutations)
Fig. 1. A, Parsimony network relationships of the 15 different haplotypes found in the 216 individuals of the *Helichrysum pendulum* complex. The size of circles is proportional to the frequency of each haplotype in the total sample. Small black circles represent intermediate haplotypes that were not detected. Lines between circles represent one mutational step. B, Geographical distribution of the 15 different haplotypes obtained. For population abbreviation codes and additional information see Electr. Suppl.: Table S1. C, Parsimony network relationships of the 15 haplotypes detected in the *H. pendulum* complex and the other species of the Mediterranean-Macaronesian-Asiatic clade. D, Phylogram obtained from Bayesian analysis of the 15 haplotypes detected and the rest of the species included in the study (dataset 3, see text for details). Bootstrap values from the maximum parsimony analysis are shown above and Bayesian posterior probabilities are shown below branches.
Fig. 2. A, Geographic distribution of the 72 different ribotypes found in 159 individuals from 42 populations of the *H. pendulum* complex. To simplify the representation of the ribotypes, they have been reduced to 18 colour groups (see text for details). B, Neighbour-Net graph derived from the 72 ribotypes detected in the *H. pendulum* complex and 38 ribotypes detected in other taxa of sect. *Stoechadina* (see text for details) Geographical origin in blue. For population abbreviation codes and the specimens containing each ribotype see Electr. Suppl.: Table S1.
Fig. 3. A-B, BAPS analysis of the *H. pendulum* complex. A, using cpDNA sequences (*K* = 2). B, using nrDNA sequences (*K* = 6). C-D, The first five barriers detected in the *H. pendulum* complex using Monmonier’s maximum difference algorithm with Nei’s genetic distances. C, from the cpDNA sequences. D, from the nrDNA.

Fig. 4. A, Scatterplot of the first two axes from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA3) based on 31 morphological characters studied in 136 individuals: 7 individuals of *H. boissieri*, 7 of *H. errerae* var. *errerae*, 2 of *H. errerae* var. *messerii*, 38 of *H. fontanesii*, 5 of *H. hyblaeum*, 8 of *H. melitense*, 2 of *H. nebrodense*, 24 of *H. panormitanum*, 2 of *H. pendulum*, 13 of *H. saxatile* and 28 of *H. valentinum*. Taxa are labelled following previous taxonomic treatments (see text for details). B, Scatterplot of the Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA) based on 29 morphometric variables for the 136 individuals classified in five predefined groups, the final taxonomic treatment, considering molecular and morphological data: *H. errerae*, *H. melitense*, *H. pendulum*, *H. saxatile* and *H. valentinum*. Previous taxonomic treatment and final taxonomic treatment (in bold) are given.
Fig. 5. A, Scatterplot of the first two axes from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA4) based on 29 morphological characters studied for a total of 156 individuals: 28 individuals of *H. valentinum*, 80 of *H. pendulum* and 48 of *H. stoechas*. Previous taxonomic treatment and final taxonomic treatment (in bold) are indicated. B, Scatterplot of the first two axes from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA5) based on 29 morphological characters studied for a total of 183 individuals: 13 individuals of *H. saxatile*, 80 of *H. pendulum* and 90 of *H. italicum*. Previous taxonomic treatment and final taxonomic treatment (in bold) are indicated.
Fig. 6. A, Distribution area of the species of the *H. pendulum* complex recognised in this study. Previous taxonomic treatment and final taxonomic treatment (in bold) are indicated. B, Details of general appearance, capitula and leaves of each taxon finally recognized.